What does it mean
to be a Jolter?

Jolt is an online, live, interactive business
school. We bring world-class experts to
teach startup methods in management,
leadership, personal skills, marketing,
finance, product and data to ambitious
professionals to advance their careers.

You’ll be teaching small groups of
brilliant professionals from all over
the world, live from your computer,
at your convenience.
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Workshop

Do it for yourself
We’ll equip you with the material and
world-class training and give you lengthy
feedback after every single session. 

How To Build an Impactful
LinkedIn Profile
Radina Nedyalkova

Donna A.


I liked that it was personal and there was some good insider information
directly from an Ex LinkedIn Employee. The Jolter had great knowledge and
provided relevant feedback based on the group's needs.

There’s no better way to improve yourself.
Dan M.


Radina is so specific and succinct — content and delivery were spot on. The
exercise really got me thinking and demonstrated her points well and she
has us super practical and tangible things to take away.

William P.


I liked the topic, presentation style and practicals done during the session.  
Probably one of the best sessions I’ve attended.

About Jolt
Jolt is a revolutionary business school for the
self-made, reshaping the future of higher
education. At Jolt, we teach the world’s most
effective business method: The startup method.

 

Our innovative flexible NAMBA (not-an-MBA)
program teaches marketing, sales, data, product,
personal skills, leadership, management and how
it's done in the world’s most innovative
companies. We only have one mission here at
Jolt — pushing our students forward.


The Bottom Line

We’re looking for professionals who are at the top
of their field, who want to teach and empower
others and deliver live video classes from the
comfort of their home. 


You’ll be part of a movement of world-class
experts who teach Jolt’s students.


Benefits
Make an impact 
You’ll get the opportunity to inspire lifelong
learners and give them true value.  


Networking & personal branding 
You'll expand your professional network by joining
the Jolters' community, receive invites to unique
networking events, take part in development
programs and get a personal marketing kit.


Business exposure 
Jolt is an opportunity to expand the reach of your
business by speaking directly to leading
professionals, getting featured on our website
and joining an exclusive network.

Financial compensation 
In addition to getting paid for the Jolts you teach,
you can enjoy additional work opportunities such
as peer reviewing, mentoring and conduction live
training sessions, once certified by the Jolters
committee. 


Lifelong learning

By being active in preparing the content, getting
real-time insights from students’ questions, and
getting feedback through the whole process.


You are...

Getting certified

Highly experienced in your craft, charismatic,

Those admitted will receive executive-level public

curious, love to teach and share your knowledge,

speaking coaching and training worth tens of

open to learn new things and for ongoing

thousands of dollars.

feedback. You know how to dazzle the audience
of small and large groups, and most importantly —

•

Online on-boarding & training.

•

Demo session.

•

Professional feedback sessions with a

enjoy doing it.

 

Once becoming a certified Jolter, you'll be able to
set the frequency of the Jolts you deliver each

world-class speaking coach.

month at the most convenient time for you. 


Certified Jolters also get: 


•

A free Jolt membership.


•

Invites to networking events with other global instructors. 

•

Unlimited access to world-class speakers coaching.

Content
We’ve built our own MBA syllabus. You’ll
be matched with the right content and
will receive full training and materials
that will help you ace it. 

 

You’ll be able to adjust and control
some of the content, and edit up to 15%
of it with your personal examples and
case studies if you’d like.


Requirements
• At least 3 years of experience at a startup 
company.
• At least 3 years of experience in a specific field
in which you are an expert.
• Passion to share knowledge with other people.
• Experience with public speaking
(online/offline).
• Digital presence — active LinkedIn account,
featured in articles, webinars, etc.
• Fluent English.

• Immediate and high availability 
to teach at least 2 Jolts a month.
• Above and beyond experience: e.g. you’ve
spoken at a TEDx talk, you’re involved in a
non-profit organization or you’re a board
member.
Extra points for working in one of the most known brands in
the UK/US (either a startup or a tech company).

Compensation
• World-class speakers training at no charge.
• Teaching fee starts at 60$ / hour.

